**Description**

I'm not entirely sure that this is a bug or if it's intended but since TYPO3 6.2, TYPO3\CMS\Core\Resource\Driver\LocalDriver::extractFileInformation lists atime twice in the list of properties to extract.

I think this should be cleaned up, if it's not there intentionally.

Regards Tizian

**Associated revisions**

**Revision a25e07a4 - 2018-03-03 22:13 - Guido S.**

[BUGFIX] Have extractFileInformation extract atime only once

Remove duplicate "atime" entry to prevent duplicate call of "atime" property extraction.

Resolves: #83992
Releases: master, 8.7
Change-Id: l2e09bc07b12b07eb89bd6fb247d0fed4431c8ef6
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/55993
Reviewed-by: Mathias Schreiber <mathias.schreiber@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Mathias Schreiber <mathias.schreiber@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Frans Saris <franssaris@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Frans Saris <franssaris@gmail.com>

**Revision 66c2c279 - 2018-03-03 22:51 - Guido S.**

[BUGFIX] Have extractFileInformation extract atime only once

Remove duplicate "atime" entry to prevent duplicate call of "atime" property extraction.

Resolves: #83992
Releases: master, 8.7
Change-Id: l2e09bc07b12b07eb89bd6fb247d0fed4431c8ef6
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/55995
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Frans Saris <franssaris@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Frans Saris <franssaris@gmail.com>
You are right. Would you mind to create a patch for this?

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/55993](https://review.typo3.org/55993)

Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/55993](https://review.typo3.org/55993)

Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/55993](https://review.typo3.org/55993)

Patch set 4 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/55993](https://review.typo3.org/55993)

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/55995](https://review.typo3.org/55995)

Applied in changeset a25e07a49ee50296a72d61245a65690345339d65.

Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/55993](https://review.typo3.org/55993)

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset a25e07a49ee50296a72d61245a65690345339d65.

Patch set 6 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at [https://review.typo3.org/55995](https://review.typo3.org/55995)

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed